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Currently, the data processing approaches for 3D point cloud data are based on the topology of the data 
in reverse engineering. A novel data processing scheme for the 3D measurement results with scattered, 
unorganized and unordered 3D point data is presented. An improved algorithm, namely, unilateral left-
side quartile method is put forward in this paper based on the frequency method and quartile in 
statistics. According to the presented algorithm, the point data are firstly portioned in space, based on 
frequency algorithm. Then the threshold of the noise data can be found from large number of data. K-
nearest points can be found through the K-Dimensional binary search tree (K-D tree) established based 
on 3D point cloud, and several nearest border upon points (NBUP) are defined around each noise point. 
By means of the NBUP, the noise point data can be recovered. Finally, the effectiveness in reverse 
engineering of the proposed scheme is demonstrated via a testing result based on Handyscan 3D 
scanner. 
 
Key words: Unilateral left-side quartile method, frequency method, unorganized point cloud, data 
preprocessing, K-D tree. 

 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
There are more mature filtering technologies for point 
cloud with regular arrangement or clear topological 
relationship (Xiaoping et al., 2001; Yangyu et al., 2006; 
Haber et al., 2001; Feng, 1998; Simon, 2004; Sun et al., 
2001; Charles, 1992; Blanchard et al., 1998) for scan-line 
point cloud with all data in the same scan line in a plane, 
there are some certain rule to follow and some 
approaches at present (Xiaoming and Kangping, 2004). 
The filtering algorithm is presented in this paper for the 
scattered and disordered point cloud without obvious 
geometric distribution characteristics, which are obtained 
through random sampling. The point cloud coming from 
CMM under random scanning, laser-point measurement 
system, robot vision laser measurement system (Zi et al., 
2006) through multi-piece and multi-angle scanning are 
mentioned above.  

Lihui and Baozong (2008) and Schall et al. (2005) 
proposed filtering algorithms on the entirely discrete point  
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cloud, in which the former, first of all, uses the Fuzzy C-
means clustering to remove the large-scale noise, and 
then bilateral filtering method was used to remove the 
small-scale noise, and so this method requires two-step 
to remove the noise completely; the latter has some 
difficulties to be used in practice because it requires a 
more profound mathematical theory as support. Now 
there is no easy way that can be used for reference on 
data processing of 3D discrete point cloud.   

A simple and practical unilateral left-side quartile 
algorithm on noise determination is puts forward in this 
paper. Based on this algorithm, the point data are 
smoothed and the validity and usefulness of the method 
are proved based on specific test platform. 
 
 
HANDYSCAN 3D LASER SCANNER 
 
Here, the application background of the proposed 
algorithm in this paper will be introduced briefly. The point 
data used in filtering the proposed algorithm comes from 
Handyscan 3D laser scanner (Figure 1) produced by 
Creaform company in Canada. 
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Figure 1. Handayscan 3D laser scanner. (a) main view; 
(b) Top view. 

 
 
 
Handyscan 3D laser scanner uses self-positioning 
technology, and do not need other assistive tracking or 
positioning devices, for example, additional tracking 
device or measuring arm of CMM determines its location 
or position relationship relative to the measured objects. 
During the scanning process, the scanner can capture 
the target points in real-time, and then compute and 
record its relative positive to the scanner. The scanning 
object can be positioned by these target points, and the 
3D size information of the object can be acquired by the 
3D laser after positioning finally, and the information can 
be displayed on host computer in real time. At the same 
time, the user can move the scanner to any position 
freely during the scanning process by using these target 
points, and the scanning object can also be moved. The 
aforementioned advantage makes it very easy for the 
scanner to scan any size, shape and internal and 
external scanning. The system components are shown in 
Figure 2. 
 
 
ALGORITHM 
 
Algorithm is divided into the following three steps: 
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Figure 2. System components. 

 
 
 
1. The region segmentation is completed on the origin 
point cloud using frequency method in probability and 
statistics, and the tab is set for each region. 
2. The noises in each region are found according to 
unilateral left-side quartile algorithm. 
3. The noise data are deleted and the real information in 
the position of noise data is restored. 
 
The first two steps can be considered as a process of 
looking for noise data.  
 
 
Determination of noise data 
 
According to the point data, which includes noise data, the 
constraint space that embraces all of the data can be established. A 
reasonable way to determine constraint space is as follows:  
 
1. The origin 3D point cloud should not only include the normal data 
signal, but also should be mixed with discrete noise and system 
noise. 
2. The system noise is deleted directly from data file before 
determining constraint space, so, the inappropriate choice of 
constraint space can be avoided because of the exiting of system 
noise. The noise filtering algorithm is thus summarized. 
 
1. Deleting the system noise: According to the size of measured 
object, 3D space �1 with a certain redundancy is determined in 
advance, and the system noise falling out of �1 are deleted. 
2. Partitioning of the point cloud set into regions: A minimum 
bounding box which can include all the point data is chosen in the 
remaining data �2, and the maximal and the minimal values of X, Y, 
Z coordinate, are defined as x_min, x_max, y_min, y_max, z_min  
z_max, respectively. The following 8 points are used as the 
vertexes of the bounding box �2: 
 
A(x_min,y_min,z_min)  B(x_max,y_min,z_min) 
C(x_max,y_min,z_max)  D(x_min,y_min,z_max) 
E(x_max,y_max,z_max)  F(x_min,y_max,z_max) 
G(x_min,y_max,z_min)  H(x_max,y_max,z_min) 
 
The six surfaces of the bounding box are ABCD, ECBH, ABGH, 
ADFG, EFGH and CDEF (Figure 3).  

According to the coordinate range of discrete point cloud, the 
bounding   box   �2   is   divided  into   m,  n, p interval in x-direction,  
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Figure 3. The sketch map of total restriction space. 

 
 
 
y-direction and z-direction, respectively. The computation of interval 
number refers to the experience formula proposed by Sturges in 
America (1926):  
 

Nk lg32.31 ∗+=                                                                    (1) 
 
where k the is interval number of data partition and N is the number 
of points. To ensure that the interval number in x-direction, y-
direction, z-direction are integer and the interval number of partition 
is more than that of experience, the following improved formulas 
are used to compute m, n, p:   
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where L is the number of sample data points, [ ] represent the 
rounding operation, therefore, the class interval in x-direction, y-
direction and z-direction, respectively, are: 
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Accordingly, there are m*n*p sub-rounding boxes, and each sub-
rounding box is tagged with �i,,j,k. The scope of each sub-rounding 
box is determined according to the above formulas, and the position 
of each point in the whole rounding box will be determined, where 
i�[1,p] j�[1,m] k�[1,n]. 

Each sub-rounding box is marked in accordance with that shown 
in Figure 4. The frequency of data points falling into each sub-
rounding box is: 
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                                                                       (4) 
 

where i�[1,p] j�[1,m] k�[1,n],N=m*n*p, , ,i j kn
is the number of 

data points falling into sub-rounding box �i,,j,k .  
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Figure 4. The sketch map of sub-restriction space. 

 
 
 
3) Looking for noise data in partition region according to unilateral 

left-side quartile algorithm: Where kjif ,,  is frequency of falling into 

sub-rounding box �i,,j,k . If kjif ,,  is larger, the data points of falling 
into sub-rounding box with same size is more, and it can be shown 

that these points are real data points. On the contrary, If kjif ,,  is 
smaller, the data points of falling into sub-rounding box with same 
size is less. According to the impossibility principle of small 
probability event in practice, it is thought as a small probability 

event when kjif ,,  is smaller, and an impossible event in an 
experiment, when the data points falling into the sub-rounding box 
are considered as untrue points, namely noise data. Then how to 

determine the value of kjif ,,  so that the situation can be 
considered as a small probability event is a crucial point here. 
Therefore, a unilateral left-side quartile algorithm on the threshold of 

kjif ,,  is proposed in this paper. 
As the complexity of object’s surface and homogeneity of data 

points measured, kjif ,,  is 0 for some sub-rounding box. The 

frequency of data points falling into each sub-rounding box kjif ,,  

can be thought as a random variable, and the value of kjif ,,  which 
is equal to 0 needs to be deleted before using the proposed 
algorithm in this paper. The remaining variables are arranged in 
ascending order, however, some parameters such as the median M, 

upper quartile UF
, lower quartile LF , dispersion of quartile dF , 

elimination point ρ  and so on, are then computed. On the basis of 
traditional quartile principle, if variable falls into the following interval 
the variable is considered as invalid data:  
     

dFMf kji ⋅>− β,,                                                                 (5) 
 
where � is the constant, and its value can be adjusted depending 
on the measurement precision of system, which is desirable at 2, 1, 

and 0.5, etc.. The elimination point ρ  is defined as:  
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Figure 5. The elimination interval schematic of quartile 
method. 
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Figure 6. The elimination interval schematic of unilateral left-
side quartile method. 

 
 

],[ dFMdFM ∗+∗− ββ , and the data that are located 
outside the elimination point are taken as the invalid data. The valid 
interval is shown in Figure 5. 

According to the background of data in this paper (the 

variables
+∈ Rf kji ,, ), the data, which are in the right side of the 

Figure 5 can not be regarded as invalid data. Therefore, the 

elimination point ρ is modified as )1,[ dFM ∗− β ; accordingly, 
the invalid interval is modified as follows: 
    

dFMf kji ⋅−<− β,,                                                                (6) 
 
Namely, 
 

dFMf kji ⋅−< β,,                                                                   (7) 
 
The modified invalid interval is shown in Figure 6. 

If the frequencies of the data falling into sub-rounding box kjif ,,  
are being able to locate the invalid interval shown in Equation 1, 
these data are considered as noise data, and the depth value in 
these points need to be modified. 
 
 
Restoring the information on the noise data 
 
If the noise data are deleted directly from the data file, some 
important features of the measured object will be lost. Therefore, 
the blankness, as a result of deleting the noise data, must be filled. 
The restoring plan of data information on noise data is as follows: 
 
It is an effective means of restoring the information of blankness, 
which occur as a result of deleting the noise data according to the 
neighbor information around the noise data. In looking for neighbor 
points, generally, the Euclidean distances of each point to other 
points are calculated and sorted in ascending order, and then the k 
smallest points are chosen. But for such huge point cloud, the 
efficiency of looking for neighbor points in this way is very  low,  and  
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Figure 7. Object. 

 
 

 
 
Figure 8. Object in scanning. 

 
it is not necessary to calculate all the distances from one point to 
another. In order to speed up neighborhood search, the hierarchy 
fitting for neighborhood search is established: k-d tree. 

Multi-dimension binary search tree (for short, K-D tree) is a 
spatial decomposition data structure object-based in organization 
(Friedman et al., 1977; Bentley, 1975; Gaede and Gunther, 1998; 
Samet, 1990). Partition value of one dimension is stored in the 
internal nodes of the tree, and all data set whose values are less 
than or equal to partition value correspond to its left sub-tree, and 
the other data set correspond to its right sub-tree. Leaf nodes are 
used to store certain size of data set. In general, the dimension is 
chosen in turn, and the median value of nodes is taken as partition 
value. The root node of the tree corresponds to the set of all points 
in k-dimension space. For ith layer of the tree, d-dimension is 
selected as identifier where j = (i mod k) +1. The set is partitioned 
into two sub-sets using the median node in di-dimension, which 
correspond to children nodes of root node. The above division 
process is repeated until each leaf node corresponds to a certain 
size of data space.   

When K-D tree research algorithm is used, first, the data set in 
3D space are expressed as  data structure based on K-D tree, as 
such, an optimized K-D tree in research space is created; then,  the 
k-nearest points in a certain distance are searched based on K-D 
tree. 

When k-nearest points around blank point are searched, the 
median of k-nearest points is taken as the value in the position of 
blank point. 
 
 
RESULTS 
 
The effectiveness of the proposed algorithm in this paper 
is validated through the experiment, and the experiment 
is concluded based on Handyscan 3D laser scanner 
introduced here.  

Figure 7 shows the wave object, the object in scanning 
is shown in Figure 8, while the scanning result is 
demonstrated  in Figure 9, and  the 30856 data points are  



 
 
 
 

 
 
Figure 9. The origin data. 

 
 
 

 
 
Figure 10. The data with noise. 

 
 
 
included. The data points are smooth because the 
preprocess is finished in the process of scanning. In 
order to validate the effectiveness of the algorithm 
presented in this paper, the data in Figure 9 are 
processed and polluted with random noise. The data after 
pollution is as shown in Figure 10. 

Above all, noise data are searched according to the 
algorithm introduced in here. By calculating, m = n = p = 

17, β is taken as 1, and the threshold of kjif ,,  is 0.0097, 
hence, 38 noise data are found; the noise data found are 
marked with red (Figure 11). After the noise data have 
been deleted, the information of blank points in the 
position of the noise data are restored by the algorithm 
introduced in here. Firstly, k-d tree is established based 
on 3D data points; secondly, k-nearest neighbor points of 
the noise data, in which k is taken, 8 are searched 
according to k-d tree; thirdly, the blank point is replaced 
with the median of 8-nearest neighbor points. The data 
points after noise preprocessing are shown in Figure 12.  
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Figure 11. The found noise.    

 
 
 

 
 
Figure 12. The data after restoring 
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Figure 13. The absolute error. 

 
 
 

Finally, the point data before (Figure 9) and after 
filtering (Figure 12) are compared, and the absolute error 
and relative error are shown in Figures 13 and 14, 
respectively, in which the maximal relative error is 1.38%. 
 
 
Conclusion 
 
A unilateral left-side quartile algorithm based on 
probability on the smoothing problem of 3D discrete point 
data   is   put   forward   in   this   paper.   The algorithm is  
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Figure 14. The relative error. 

 
 
 
validated based on the test platform of Handyscan 3D 
laser scanner. From the results, the noise data are 
positioned accurately, and the effectiveness of smoothing 
is good. After smoothing, the point cloud not only 
maintains the details of object’s features, but also the 
efficiency of smoothing is high. The limitations that the 
topology of 3D data must be known or the arrangement of 
3D data must be regularly faced by other smoothing 
algorithm are broken, and a more efficient and practical 
data pre-processing strategies for 3D surface 
reconstruction is provided by this algorithm. Furthermore, 
this algorithm is simple and easy to operate in practical 
application.    
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